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1 risk-adjusted daily returns of PremiaLab US Equity Pure Factors normalized using a 60-day rolling realized standard deviation to 
estimate volatility. Indices begin in 2005.
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Nov 9th 2020 Momentum Event

Monday, November 9th witnessed a significant drop in the US Equity Momentum factor.  The magnitude of this drop, 
a –5.9 sigma move for our US Equity Momentum factor1, was larger than the then unprecedented –5.4 sigma move 
registered during the “Quant Quake” of August 2007.  Similarly to the deleveraging in August 2007, the sharp drop was 
not isolated to Momentum, but spread across the Low Volatility and Quality factors (-4.5 and –5.0 sigma drops, 
respectively), due to similar and overlapping positions.  See Figure 1 below.  
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Comparisons of November factor performance with the previous Momentum drawdown (in June 2020, see Figure 2), 
highlight how sudden the reversal in Momentum performance was on November 9th, and its visual confirmation of 
the muted counterbalancing effect of Size and Value, which were near mirror images of Momentum during the June 
drawdown.  Unlike the June 2020 period, or the August 2007 unwind, the catalyst behind the Momentum unwind may 
be much more concrete and related to the significant news flow over the prior weekend.  Headlines of a Joe Biden US 
Election result and an encouraging vaccine study from Pfizer appear to have persuaded investors out of the 
defensive, “stay at home” and secular growth “FAANG” stocks and into more cyclical and distressed segments of the 
market that would benefit from an end to the COVID-19 pandemic.  This move out of defensive positions and into 
cyclicals may have been accompanied by an increase in net and a decrease in gross equity exposures, and partially 
explains the muted Value response.
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Upper Triangle: 3Yr Lookback (Daily Return) Figure 3:   US Equity Factors Correlation
Lower Triangle: 6M Lookback (Daily Return) 

Fortunately for multi-factor strategies, the Size and Value factors provided offsetting exposures (+4.1 and +3.2 sigma 
gains, respectively).  From Figure 3 below, we can see that Value and Size continue to be negatively correlated with 
Low Vol, Momentum and Quality, while negative correlations across the factors have increased over the past 6 
months.
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In review of the Momentum factor unwinds of 2020, the Size factor appears to have provided an effective factor 
hedge against Momentum and provided valuable diversification for a multifactor equity portfolio.  Additionally, 
Momentum implementations which adjust or correct for the overlap of momentum with the Low Volatility factor 
appear to have outperformed more traditional constructions, by reducing unwanted factor risk concentrations in the 
Low Volatility factor and increasing diversification.
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2020-05-25 to 2020-06-26Figure 5:   Performance of Global Equity Momentum Strategies (June 2020)
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By looking across the global implementations of the Cross-Sectional Momentum factor, there appears to be less 
performance dispersion over the November 9th period than during the unwind in June 2020, as shown in Figure 4 and 
5.  This could be explained by the timing of the June Momentum unwind with the rebalancing schedules of the 
Momentum baskets, which generally begin at the beginning of the month.  The overlap of the Momentum drawdown 
with this rebalancing period resulted in an increase in variations of the monthly Momentum basket and drove the 
increase in subsequent return dispersion.  It also suggests the June unwind may have been partially caused by 
monthly rebalancing flows. 
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For more information, please visit www.premialab.com or contact:
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New York

sales-usa@premialab.com

What are Pure Factors®?

Pure Factors are PremiaLab’s propietary benchmarks on risk premia and factor performances. PremiaLab Pure Factors® are constructed by harvesting 
strategy data from leading index providers to capture the general market consensus. PremiaLab’s methodology to construct an unbiased factor model 
consists of extracting the maximum amount of market information while eliminating model-specific interference. After an explicit categorization, a 
diligent top-down approach is applied for the clustering of the strategies and then modeling of Pure Risk Factors. Pure Factor framework includes 
Carry, Low Volatility, Momentum, Quality, Size, Value, and Volatility across five asset classes. Their performances are excess to their related market 
benchmark.

Disclaimer

This document is provided by PremiaLab HK Limited (“PremiaLab”) and is restricted to Professional Investors as defined in the Terms and Conditions 
of www.PremiaLab.com. PremiaLab is providing access to documents and information regarding financial instruments or securities. PremiaLab is not 
related, nor associated to any of these instruments. Please refer to the corresponding sponsor or issuer for further information. The information 
contained herein are derived from proprietary models based upon well-recognized financial principles and from data that has been obtained from 
external sources believed reliable. However PremiaLab and any external information provider, disclaim any responsibility for the accuracy of estimates 
and models used in the calculations, any errors or omissions in computing any performance and statistic information. PremiaLab does not accept 
any liability whatsoever for any direct or consequential loss arising from any use of the information provided. Performance and statistic information 
is provided in this document solely for informational purposes and should not be interpreted as an indication of actual or future performance. This 
document does not constitute an offer, recommendation or solicitation for the purchase or sale of any particular financial instrument or any securi-
ties. PremiaLab does not provide legal advice or tax advice or investment advice nor does PremiaLab give any investment recommendation or 
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tion or financial analysis. PremiaLab is not an investment adviser, and is not registered with the United States Securities and Exchange Commission 
or any state regulator. PremiaLab is not a registered Broker-Dealer in the United States and is not regulated by the Financial Industry Regulatory 
Association (“FINRA”). 

This document and all of the information contained in it, including without limitation all text, data, graphs, charts (collectively, the “Information”) is 
the property of PremiaLab. The Information may not be modified, reverse-engineered, reproduced or re-distributed in whole or in part without prior 
written permission from PremiaLab. Limited extracts of information and/or data derived from the Information may be distributed or redistributed 
provided this is done infrequently in a non-systematic manner and attributed to PremiaLab with hyperlink reference to www.premialab.com.

Without limiting any of the foregoing and to the maximum extent permitted by applicable law, in no event shall PremiaLab have any liability regarding 
any of the Information for any direct, indirect, special, punitive, consequential (including lost profits) or any other damages even if notified of the 
possibility of such damages. The foregoing shall not exclude or limit any liability that may not by applicable law be excluded or limited, including 
without limitation (as applicable), any liability for death or personal injury to the extent that such injury results from the negligence or willful default 
of itself, its servants, agents or sub-contractors. 

Information containing any historical information, data or analysis should not be taken as an indication or guarantee of any future performance, 
analysis, forecast or prediction. Past performance does not guarantee future results. The Information should not be relied on and is not a substitute 
for the skill, judgment and experience of the user, its management, employees, advisors and/or clients when making investment and other business 
decisions. All Information is impersonal and not tailored to the needs of any person, entity or group of persons. PremiaLab Pure Factors are not invest-
ible indices, nor are they a guarantee of future results, the PremiaLab Pure Factors are for informational purposes only, and should not be construed 
to be investment advice. They should also not be an offer or recommendation to buy or sell any investment a reason to participate in any investment 
strategy.


